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INTRODUCTION 
  

Overview 

 
Public Resources Code § 4137 (e) – (g) provides that CAL FIRE post on its internet website various 
information specific to hazardous fuel reduction and vegetation management projects funded or 
conducted by the department.  One of the requirements involve CAL FIRE developing a standardized 
protocol for monitoring implementation and evaluating the positive and negative ecological and fire 
behavior impacts from vegetation management projects undertaken by the state.  To fulfill this 
requirement, CAL FIRE has developed the following recommendations based on existing Departmental 
protocols:  

A recent paper (1) suggests a framework for monitoring treatment effectiveness that involves both 
assessing fire hazard at the stand level and evaluating outcomes of fires at the landscape level. We 
suggest adopting a similar approach, where monitoring occurs across three levels to address both project 
and landscape level monitoring. This document provides a description of the existing Level 1 protocols 
being used by CAL FIRE. Level 2 and Level 3 protocols are currently under development but will be 
designed to complement and integrate with Level 1 protocols. 
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Level 1 Monitoring Protocols (Forest Health grant outcomes and 
prescribed fire) 
The California Prescribed Fire Monitoring Program characterizes prescribed fire effects on fuels, floristics, 
forest structure, carbon storage, and resultant impacts to air quality. This work services all land 
ownerships in California and provides a scientific foundation to inform best practices for fire planning, 

Framework for project and landscape level monitoring. Level 1 monitoring utilizes existing field-based 
protocol and provide rigorous project level monitoring; level 2 is a simplified field-based protocol 
designed to expand project level monitoring (underdevelopment; level 3 provides monitoring at the 
landscape level (under development). 
 
Level 1: Field-based protocols following a statistically rigorous design (i.e. research grade)   
Summary: Use existing field-based protocols to establish rigorous longer-term monitoring that evaluates 
prescribed fire and other fuels reduction projects. Workload is higher for this more intensive level of 
sampling, so it is suggested to only do this level of data collection for a subset of representative projects 
(e.g., 10% of projects as stipulated under California Climate Investment funding requirements).  
 

Level 2: Simplified protocol – Field-based protocols that are implemented over broad spatial scales by 
CAL FIRE Units and other State agencies implementing treatments (under development)  
Summary: A simplified protocol will allow CAL FIRE to expand project level monitoring while minimizing 
workload to CAL FIRE Units as compared to the labor-intensive Level 1 methods. This will enhance the 
information currently captured in CalMAPPER. Level 2 monitoring can be complementary to CNRA 
remote sensing programs, and feed into landscape scale evaluations (e.g. Level 3). Similar to Level 1, 
Level 2 involves field-based data collection of surface fuels and overstory canopy conditions but uses 
reduced and more rapid data collection methods. Field staff such as CAL FIRE unit Environmental 
Scientists could enter this data directly into CalMapper or the CNRA Treatment Tracker. This data could 
be used in conjunction with CNRA remote sensing data.  
  

Level 3: Landscape level – Remote sensing, FIA plots, and landscape scale assessment (under 
development)  
Summary: Forest ecosystems are shaped by disturbance events that operate at larger scales than 
individual projects.  Data collected via remote sensing methods are useful at the landscape scale 
because complete coverage of an area can be provided, and often provide data collected consistently 
over the entire state (9). However, field data are still an essential companion for aiding in interpretation 
of remotely sensed metrics and tying them to more familiar ground-based measurements such as basal 
area and species composition (10). FIA plots are an important field-based data source that can be tied 
in as a component to remote sensing-based monitoring, as well as data collected under the Level 1 and 
Level 2 monitoring. At the landscape level, metrics/indicators that evaluate desired conditions or 
outcomes are needed to better understand the collective role of fuel reduction and related management 
actions to moderate fire behavior (1). The WFR Task Force has developed an initial approach for this 
using data sets from the Regional Resource Kits.   
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benefit public messaging, and mitigate public health impacts as the State advances its goals to increase 
the pace and scale of prescribed fire. Where possible, summarized pre-fire data is also used during 
burn operations as an aid to burn bosses who wish to meet specific objectives during ignition, or mitigate 
negative impacts from smoke. We also select and support prescribed fire projects that offer opportunity 
to examine a variety of research questions pertaining to prescribed fire, including: site preparation 
methods, prescribed fire as a restoration tool following wildfire, and the ability of prescribed fire to 
control invasive species. 

Long-term monitoring plots are established in advance of prescribed fire ignition, and are re-measured 
over time (immediately following fire, 1 year post fire, 2 years post fire, etc.) to assess prescribed fire 
effectiveness. Changes to surface fuels and forest structure may occur directly following fire, whereas fire 
effects to botany often require multiple growing seasons to be observable. It is also expected that many 
of these plots will be re-burned over time, allowing for further fire effects analysis. 

The attached protocol is designed for prescribed fire projects in forested conditions and is paired with 
day of burn weather data and fire behavior observations to aid analysis. Our program is concurrently 
developing specific protocols to support fire assessments in grassland and shrubland systems, as well as 
methods specific to oak woodlands. These additional protocols will be made available in 2023. 

CAL FIRE Forest Health Program funds active restoration and reforestation activities aimed at providing 
for more resilient and sustained forests to ensure future existence of forests in California while also 
mitigating climate change, protecting communities from fire risk, strengthening rural economies and 
improving California’s water & air. The Forest Health Program addresses the risk to California’s forests 
from extreme disturbance events including catastrophic wildfires, drought, and pest mortality. These 
events are the result of climate change, forest overcrowding, past land management practices, and an 
increasing number of people living in the wildland and urban interface. Through grants to local partners 
and collaboratives, CAL FIRE seeks to significantly increase fuels management, fire reintroduction, 
treatment of degraded areas, and conservation of forests. Forest Health grants come primarily from 
California Climate Investments and General Fund appropriations. Forest Health grants fund on-the-
groundwork in forest fuels reduction, prescribed fire, pest management, reforestation, and biomass 
utilization.  

California Climate Investments (CCI) funding guidelines include outcome monitoring on a subset of projects 
for a tracking period of up to ten years. This Forest Health Field Monitoring Protocol was drafted for this 
outcome monitoring of completed Forest Health Grants. Forest Health Program also actively checks on 
grant progress during the implementation period.  
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FOREST HEALTH GRANT OUTCOME MONITORING  

Change Log 
The change log will track changes in the draft version that is used during development of this manual and a 
new change log will be started with version 1 of the manual. 

Table 1. Change Log for Draft Document Development 

Date Person Section Description 
7/27/2022 T. Robards All Initial draft. 
8/29/2022 T. Robards All Edits and notes after 3 weeks of field data 

collection. 
3/14/2023 R. Bellows All Format and copyedits. Added info to Annual 

Monitoring, QAQC, and Analysis and reporting 
sections.  
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Design of  monitoring program 
The Forest Health Grant outcome monitoring protocol is composed of a required core module and optional 
modules that may be implemented when module objectives are a priority and resources allow.  

The core module contains the data elements for California Climate Investments, which are specified for 
California Air Resources Board outcome reports for grants funded by California Climate Investments. The core 
module is designed to provide inferences about the grants program as a complete population. Statistically, 
this is a design-based approach that relies on standard survey statistics to provide estimates of contemporary 
field conditions including carbon stocks. A model-based approach will be used to compare the original 
projected outcomes to the outcomes projected from monitoring data. Baseline estimates will also be updated 
as part of monitoring, where appropriate and feasible.  

The optional modules may be designed to answer questions about the population of projects, in which case 
they will have a design like the core module, or they may be designed to address questions on a subset of 
projects or project components. As an example, an optional module might be designed to address the 
question, “What is the average per acre basal area retention of shaded fuel break treatments for all 
completed projects?”. In this case, we would be using a design-based approach to provide an inference about 
the entire grants program (at least the portion completed), but the data is not part of the CARB required data 
elements and therefore falls into an optional rather than the core module. Another optional module might be 
designed to answer the question, “What are the effects of completed treatments on [pests, regeneration, 
windfall, growth] in adjacent stands, for the Southern Sierra Nevada?”. This design would move outside the 
population of the projects and is geographically constrained; it would likely be design based but could be 
model based as well. 

The following table was taken from the draft AB 1492 monitoring plan (Moreno, Henly and Cafferata 2018). 
The table describes the types of monitoring applicable to forestry activities. An additional column was added 
to the table to describe where forest health monitoring is utilized. 

Type of 
Monitoring Definition Forest Health Monitoring 

Baseline 
Monitoring 

 

Characterizes current conditions as a baseline, or 
a reference point to compare against future 
monitoring results. Baseline monitoring is often 
used as a first step in determining the 
effectiveness of project implementation.  

Baseline in this context is the pre-
treatment condition and subsequent 
forest development in the absence of 
treatment. We use the baseline as a 
comparison to treated areas. Pre-
treatment field data will not be 
collected but paired control areas may 
be identified for comparison. 

Implementation 
Monitoring 

 

Consists of monitoring project areas or design 
features to ensure project elements and best 
management practices were implemented in 
accordance with the project language and all 
applicable permits and laws. Its purpose is to 
ensure that proposed work was successfully 
completed as designed.  

In this context implementation is 
measured against the proposal and 
contract. This could include actual acres 
treated, planted seedling survival, 
residual tree damage after thinning, 
road plan, piles burned and unburned, 
etc. This is conducted by Forest Health 
Grant staff via progress reports and site 
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Type of 
Monitoring Definition Forest Health Monitoring 

visits while the grant is active and work 
is in progress.  

Trend Monitoring 
 

Conducted to determine the condition of physical, 
chemical, or biological attributes across a given 
area and evaluate their change over time.  

This applies to the 10-year timeframe 
for post-treatment monitoring for data 
collection and to the full time used for 
projections of GHGs (i.e. 50/60/80 
years). Fuel load recovery will be a 
trend analyzed during the 10-year 
period, for example. 

Effectiveness 
Monitoring 

 

An in-depth analysis focused on evaluating 
whether specified activities had the desired 
effect. Effectiveness monitoring is designed to 
determine if the project is effective at meeting its 
physical, biological, and ecological objectives.  

This applies to the effectiveness for 
GHG projections. Post-treatment data 
will be used to improve projections, 
which will be compared to both baseline 
estimates and initial estimates. Outcome 
monitoring data may be used for 
effectiveness analysis.  

Validation 
Monitoring 

 

Assesses the soundness of assumptions, models, 
methods, and proposals through research.  

Effectiveness monitoring may provide 
insight into this, causing modifications to 
analysis methods to improve accuracy. 
Research components of projects may 
address this. Outcome monitoring data 
may be used for validation of carbon 
quantification and forest management 
best practices.  

Compliance 
Monitoring 

 

Verifies that environmental regulations have been 
correctly followed.  

This is not generally applicable in this 
context but may have occasional use 
with road monitoring or ad-hoc 
observations of potential issues when on 
site. 
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The figures below show the core and optional model process at a high level. 

 

 

Figure 1. Core module process. 

 

Figure 2. Optional module process. 
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Either temporary or permanent plots will be used, depending on the treatment type and objectives of the 
data analysis, as well as permission from landowner. All data will be made available to the landowner 
including plot data and GIS data. Permanent plot monumentation (plot center stakes, tree tags) will be 
removed at the last measurement if desired by the landowner. Generally, measurement frequency will be on 
a biannual basis. Permanent plots in mature forest may be measured every 3 to 5 years if resources are 
limiting and/or a subset of data may be collected on the biannual basis.  

Control units will be identified to compare non-treated areas to the treated to address two questions: 

1) What is the actual post-treatment condition compared to control areas? 
2) How does the actual forest condition compare from the treated vs. the control areas over the 10-year 

monitoring period? 
3) How does the projected forest condition compare from the treated vs. the control areas, over the 

period of interest, beyond the 10-year monitoring period? This might require data collection in the 
control units, which is not currently budgeted for.  

Control units may be identified a priori using remote sensing (forester using aerial imagery or automated 
system such as use by Adam Moreno at CARB), by identification in the field, or a combination of the 
approaches. 

Core Module Design 
The projects that have reached a trigger event to begin monitoring, and the acres they cover, are the 
population of interest for sampling. This population grows each year as more projects start monitoring and 
contracts as projects reach the end of the monitoring period and are removed from sampling. Final monitoring 
estimates from projects past the end of the monitoring period will still be included in reporting and therefore 
remain part of the population for purposes of reporting. A project may consist of multiple treatment types 
including fuels treatments, reforestation, pest management, and prescribed fire. These treatment types are 
considered strata for purposes of the sampling design.  

The statistical methodology utilized is three-stage list sampling with stratification. The three stages of sampling 
are 1) the project/strata at the first stage, 2) the treatment units or stands at the second stage, and 3) the 
plots at the third stage. The stratification will consist of treatment type and CAL FIRE region (north and south). 
The second stage is used where projects are large, and a subsample of treatment units is selected for 
sampling. The second stage may be ignored where all treatment units on a project are sampled.  

We shall use acres as the importance measure at the first stage. We shall select from a projects/strata list 
with a probability proportional to size. This way, each acre in the population has an equal probability of 
selection. The “list” also refers to the list of treatment units at the second stage, which is a second list 
constructed where the second stage of sampling is implemented. These units are selected with equal 
probability.  

Selection of  projects for monitoring 
Projects will be selected randomly from a list of newly eligible projects on an annual basis. Cumulative 
percentages by project count, treatment type, CAL FIRE Region, and acres shall be tracked. Random selections 
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will be made from this list with probability proportional to size or acres. The treatment types that are allowed 
for in the design: 

• Reforestation 
• Pest management 
• Fuels reduction 
• Prescribed Fire 
• Other, including 

o Ecological restoration 
o MSA development 
o Road improvement and/or abandonment 

Samples are selected to meet a minimum 10 percent sample by project/treatment count. The percentage by 
acres is also provided so that an adjustment can be made if this estimate is below 10 percent. The Other 
category shall be considered by the listed, and other new, types as they come up in approved projects.  

Selection of  sampling units in a project 
Selected projects, by treatment type, will be examined to determine if a subsample of units is warranted due 
to size and time it would take to sample. The diagram on the next page shows how to determine if we need 
to draw a subsample, and if so how to select the units. 

A maximum effort of 6 days is allowed to sample a project/treatment type. If more than the maximum effort 
is required and the project cannot reasonably be stratified then select a random number between 0 and 1 for 
each unit, sort the units by random numbers ascending, and sample the units in order until the maximum effort 
is expended. 
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If more than the maximum effort is required and the units can be logically stratified, then estimate the total 
number of units to sample using the maximum effort. Then allocate the sample to the strata based on the 
selected method (proportional, Neyman, or optimal). 

Control units will be established for each project/treatment sampled. Control units may be identified before 
going to the field using remote sensing information, if possible. Otherwise, they may be identified in the field. 
Locate the control units as pairs to treatment units where feasible. Inquire with the landowner if treatments are 
planned in the potential control units during the 10-year monitoring period. It may be desirable to keep 
control units untreated, or if the treatment is common in the area, to have the control unit treated during the 
10-year monitoring period. Emphasize to the landowner that the designation of a control area does not mean 
that we wish them to lock up the area from treatment for 10 years. Control unit size will ideally be similar to 
treatment unit sizes. Try to identify 3 control units to measure. This number may be modified based on data 
needs and statistical analysis used to compare treatments to controls. Follow the specific procedures in control 
units, which does not entail plot level data in some cases. 

Sampling unit data collection 
Each unit will have geographic data collected including slope, aspect and elevation. A field call of forest 
vegetation type, size and density will be made. A representative photo shall be taken of each sampled unit 
with the photo location waypoint collected along with a description of the location relative to persistent 
landmarks.  

The sampling procedure will vary by treatment type. Each treatment type is considered below with the 
attributes of interest listed with their sampling methodology. Where multiple treatments have occurred, the 
total of all attributes shall be sampled.  

Fuels Transects Module 

This module is used in many of the treatment types and is in a separate section so that it may be referenced 
without repeating the details.  

Fuels transects are divided into coarse woody debris (CWD) and fine woody debris (FWD). The definition 
and layout are from the FIA inventory, and all transect lengths are horizontal distance. The ends of all 
transects should be marked with a wire flag noting the transect type so that check cruising may evaluate 
transect placement and measure the same transect. CWD are 3.0 inches and larger and include downed, 
dead tree and shrub boles, large limbs, and other woody pieces. Two CWD transects are installed per plot 
at 90° angles to account for wood that may be aligned with the slope (Figure 5, Figure 6): 

1) First CWD transect is from plot center due north 24.0 feet, 
2) Second CWD transect is from plot center due east 24.0 feet. 

The transect lengths match the radius of the standard FIA subplot.  

FWD transects are on a portion of the CWD transects, from 14 feet from plot center to 6 or 10 feet 
depending on FWD size class (Table 3). Follow the FIA instructions for data collection found in the appendix 
(Table 2 and Table 4). Ignore references in the FIA manual to condition class. If transect abuts a boundary 
then record the short length of the transect, from plot center to boundary. For piles, add a variable indicating 
if pile burned or unburned.  
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Table 2. FIA manual sections for CWD. 
FIA Section(s) Description Collect? Notes 
10.4.1 Procedure Yes Diameter measurement aids useful  
10.4.2 Marking CWD Yes Need wax crayon 
10.4.3.6 Decay class Yes Decay class table should be readily available 
10.4.3.7 Species Yes  
10.4.3.8.1-2 Diameters Yes Diam. at intersect sufficient for unbiased estimate 
10.4.8.3-4 End diameters No  
10.4.3.9 Length Yes To 3” minimum diameter 
10.4.3.9.2-10 Total length & hollow No  
10.4.3.11 Piece inclination No Assumes small bias 
10.4.3.12 CWD history Yes Useful for categorizing source of CWD 
10.4.3.13 Log charred No  
10.4.3.14 Large end No  
10.5 Sampling piles Yes Ignore 10.5.3 
10.5.2 Pile transect Yes Replace with 1 for 360(N) and 2 for 90(E) 
10.5.7 Pile decay class Yes Decay class table should be readily available 

 

Table 3. Fine Woody Debris (FWD) size categories. 

Category of FWD Size Class Diameter Range 

Transect Length 
(horizontal 
distance) 

Transect Location 
(horizontal 
distance) 

Small 1 0 in to 0.24 in 6 feet 14 to 20 feet 
Medium 2 0.25 in to 0.9 in 6 feet 14 to 20 feet 
Large 3 1.0 in to 2.9 in 10 feet 14 to 24 feet 

 

Follow the instructions in the FIA manual, found in the appendix, for FWD sampling (Table 4). 

Table 4. FIA manual sections for FWD. 
FIA Section(s) Description Collect? Notes 
10.6 Procedure Yes Sample alternating 0 and 90 degree transects 
10.6.2 FWD transect Yes 1=0°(N) and 2=90°(E) 
10.6.3 Condition class No  

 

Duff and litter depth are measured on each transect at 24-feet from plot center. Follow the directions in the 
FIA manual (Table 5). 

Table 5. FIA manual sections for duff and litter depth. 
FIA Section(s) Description Collect? Notes 
10.7 Procedure Yes Sample both transects 
10.7.3 Subplot number No  
10.7.4 Transect Yes 1=0°(N) and 2=90°(E) 

 

Road Monitoring Module 
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This module is used in many of the treatment types and is in a separate section so that it may be referenced 
without repeating the details.  

Only monitor roads where the contract may have paid for all or part of the road work done. The road work 
must be specified in the contract; do not include road work incidental to the project such as brushing/mowing 
to open roads for access or road work used to access nearby project areas but also used on this project (but 
not paid for by project).  

The following procedure was adapted from (CAL FIRE 2018). 

1) Use the project map to identify the closest non-public road segment that includes at least one 
watercourse crossing. If a crossing has been pulled, this will be treated as a crossing regardless and 
assessed. Record the crossing type as “Other” and include comments.  

a. If all roads within the notice area are public roads, there will be no road segment assessment.  
b. If no watercourse crossings on the non-public road segment are present, a substitute road 

segment will be found by: 
i. Select the next nearest non-public road segment. 
ii. Continue as needed to find a road segment with at least one watercourse crossing.  

2) Make note if the sampled road also serves as residential access. 
3) From the intersection of the road and the most central watercourse crossing in the road segment in the 

project, road sampling will be conducted 660 feet in each direction (1,320 feet or 0.25 miles total) 
a. If the road segment ends, or leaves the project area, the sampling stops at that point. 
b. At road forks and intersections, flip a coin to determine travel direction. 

4) If the watercourse survey starts at a road crossing, record the crossing type (“Bridge”, “Culvert”, 
“Ford”, “Open bottom arch”, “Other”). Additionally:  

a. Record (if it can be determined) if the crossing was pre-existing, new with the project activity; 
if it can’t be determined, record as such. 

b. Record the diameter in feet (if a culvert, open bottom arch, or other circular feature) or the 
width (if ford or bridge). 

c. Assess the potential for diversion from the initial watercourse crossing (as applicable) 

 

Figure 3. No potential for diversion (Left), and potential for diversion (Right) (Images from Furnis et al., 1997) 

d. Assess (using professional judgement) if the watercourse crossing is adequately sized (Yes/No, 
as applicable). 

e. Record the watercourse class at the crossing (Class 1, 2, 3, or 4).   
5) Start the survey in one direction, walking 660 feet, noting the following (make notes only – this data 

will be entered in as a summary for the entire segment at the end): 
a. Rill, gully, or ponding features on the road surface (“Yes” or “No” for presence). 
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i. A rill is defined as incision into the surface of at least 1” (IMMP, 2007). 
ii. A gully is defined as incision into the surface of 6” or more (IMMP, 2007). 
iii. Ponding for this protocol is defined as standing water of at least ½” that covers 50% 

of the roadway or more. 

 

Figure 4. A road surface with rills (Left) and a gully formed (Right). 

b. Cut bank and fill bank failures (“Yes” or “No” for presence). 
c. Rill or gully features at road drainage points (“Yes” or “No” for presence) 

i. These features do not need to connect to a watercourse. These are general 
observations to determine the construction and nature of runoff and drainage along 
the road segment. 

d. Count the number of Class 1, 2 or 3 watercourse crossings encountered (including the crossing 
used to start the survey, as applicable). 

e. Count the number of waterbars, rolling dips, lead-outs, and other constructed road drainage 
features encountered. 

f. The total length surveyed out of the possible 660 feet for that portion.  
g. Note points of sediment delivery to watercourses from the road segment; this data will be 

collected as you return to the starting location. 
6) Road sediment delivery data 

a. Sediment delivered from the initial starting point at the crossing (as applicable) will be 
recorded as a sediment delivery. 

b. If sediment delivery from the road to a watercourse is not readily apparent, but possibly 
occurred, a field investigation should be undertaken if the watercourse is visible from the 
road and the sediment flow path terminus is not visible from the road. 

c. Determine the road sediment source, i.e., where did the sediment come from (“Crossing”, 
“Ditch failure”, “Road failure”, “Rolling dip”, “Surface sheetwash”, “Waterbar”, “Other”). 

d. Collect a GPS point at the point of discharge from the road. 
e. Collect a photo of the erosional feature. 
f. Determine the “Flowpath Length” category (measured as from the point of discharge from the 

road to the watercourse; or at a crossing, the longest approach length). 
i. In the case of a crossing, it is the cumulative length of the approaches. 

g. Determine the “Roughness Class” along the flow path (see Reference 2). 
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Reference 2: Roughness class to assess cover on flowpaths that sediment is delivered along [adopted from 
Litschert and MacDonald (2009)] 

Class Description 
1 Bare mineral soil, little to no surface roughness 
2 Over 50% bare soil, live vegetation absent on > 50% of flowpath, some presence of 

litter, coarse wood, rocks, light slash cover 
3 Less than 50% bare soil, live vegetation present on > 50% of flowpath, litter, duff, 

coarse wood, rock, light slash cover 
4 Dense cover of vegetation, litter, duff, coarse wood, rock, and/or heavy slash that 

interrupts downslope surface runoff pathway.  
5 Intentionally armored road surface 

 
h. Estimate the volume discharged to the watercourse. 

i. “Trace” indicates sediment was delivered, but a volumetric estimate can’t be readily 
determined. 

ii. “Significant Event” indicates the volume of sediment delivered exceeds 10 cy and is 
closer in magnitude to a mass movement/landslide scale. 

i. Determine the classification of the receiving watercourse. 
j. Determine if the sediment discharge is a chronic feature, or episodic only in nature 

i. This determination implies that a chronic feature is an ongoing issue, while an episodic 
discharge may only occur during heavy rain events, following heavy road traffic, rain 
on snow events, etc.  

k. Determine the erosion feature, or what is the mechanism by which sediment was delivered 
downslope to the watercourse (e.g., by rill or gully). 

l. Add any additional comments within the App/Data sheet that will help to clarify the sediment 
discharge point (i.e., “Occurred below a severely burned hillslope). 

7) Repeat step 4, traveling in the opposite direction from the starting point for 660 feet or until the road 
segment ends or leaves the project area. 

8) Repeat step 5 for the second segment, while traveling back to the starting point, collecting data on 
any road sediment delivery.  

9) At the end of the second 660-foot segment, enter in the total length sampled, number of Class 1/2/3 
watercourse crossings, and the number of drainage features encountered, and the presence (“Yes”/ 
“No”) of road surface rill/gully/ponding features, cut/fill bank failure, and road drainage rill/gully 
features. 

10) Determine the road surface for the segment, road shape, road class, topographic position, road 
gradient, and hillslope gradient (using the following categories): 

a. Surface categories are “Native”, “Gravel/Rocked”, “Oiled/Chip Sealed”, “Paved”, “Other” 
b. Road class categories are “Permanent”, “Seasonal”, “Temporary”, “Abandoned/Deactivated” 
c. Road shape categories are “Crowned”, “Flat”, “Insloped”, “Outsloped”, “Throughcut”  
d. Topographic position categories are “Ridgetop”, “Mid-slope”, “Valley Bottom” 
e. The road gradient class is representative of both the entire segment sampled (0-5%, 5-10%, 

10-15%, >15%) 
f. The hillslope gradient class is representative of the entire road segment (0-30%, 30-50%, 

>50%) 

Reforestation 
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Table 6. List of data attributes to collect for the reforestation project type. 
Attribute Categories Variables Description 

Trees per 
Acre 

Planted/Natural/Legacy Species, 
diameter, 
height, crown 
ratio 

Used to assess site occupancy and 
success of reforestation effort. 

Shrubs*  Species, cover, 
height 

Used to assess competing vegetation, 
fuels, invasive plants and biodiversity.  

Forbes*  Species, cover, 
height 

Used to assess competing vegetation, 
fuels, invasive plants and biodiversity. 

Graminoids*  Species, cover, 
height 

Used to assess competing vegetation, 
fuels, invasive plants and biodiversity. 

Site Index Regeneration/Mature Species, 
diameter, 
breast-ht age, 
total height, 4-
year internode 
length for 
young 
ponderosa 
pine 

Used as input to growth projections. 
Generally, use appropriate mature 
trees in nearby stands to core for age 
and measure height to estimate site 
index. For young stands of ponderosa 
pine, use Oliver (1972).  

Soil 
Disturbance 

Ripped, masticated, 
broadcast burned, pile 
burned 

Bare soil cover Used to assess site preparation 
intensity. 

Fuel Load Live/Dead, Fuel model Tons per acre 
of 1, 10, 100, 
1000-hour 
dead fuels, 
duff, litter 
depth. 

Make an estimate of fuel model(s) using 
table 2.4.8 of the FVS-FFE guide 
(2022) and see Scott and Burgan 
(2005) for photos of 40 of the fuel 
models. Both photo-based fuel models 
and fuels transects are installed in this 
treatment type. 

Piles Burned/Unburned Material type, 
volume (cu ft) 

Used to assess the amount of burned 
and unburned fuel in piles after 
treatment. 

* Requires training and field guides for plant identification. 

Fixed sized circular plots are used to collect data. Select one of three plot sizes, depending on the estimated 
average tree density for a unit. Only one plot size is to be used per unit. 

Plot Name Plot Size Range of Estimated Trees per Acre Plot Radius (ft) 
L 0.05 (1/20-acre) 0 to 150 11.78 
M 0.02 (1/50-acre) 150 to 300 7.45 
S 0.01 (1/100-acre) Over 300 5.27 

 

Figure 5 on the next page shows the relative plot sizes. 
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Figure 5. Reforestation plot choices shown with fuels transects. East transect shows the shorter fine woody debris 
(FWD) transects; the FWD transects alternate to the north and east. 

Target plot intensity is one plot per two acres. A minimum of 5 plots, and a maximum of 10 plots, shall be 
installed in a unit for reforestation. Locate the plots on a square systematic grid using the following 
procedure: 

1) Based on the shape and orientation of the unit decide which azimuth the plot grid shall be oriented, 
using N-S, E-W as the default. 

2) Calculate the acres per plot based on the acres of the unit and the number of plots. 
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3) Calculate the square feet per plot by multiplying the acres per plot by 43,560. Take the square root 
of the square feet per plot. 

4) Draw two random numbers between zero and the value from step #3. 
5) Start from a convenient corner of the unit and pace the distance over and in (90 degrees apart) to 

locate the center of the first plot, which is a random start to the systematic sample. 
6) Install the first plot and move along the predetermined grid to the next plot location. The distance 

between plots is the value calculated in step #3. 

If the unit is linear in shape, such as a reforested road or fireline, then modify the above procedure to be a 
single line of plots with a fixed distance between the plots with a random start, and a random plot location 
across the narrow width of the unit. 

When a plot is near the edge of the unit and part of it is outside the unit then the following procedure is to 
be followed. This is to ensure that the edge of units is not under-sampled by moving plots away from the 
edge. Measure the portion of the plot edge that intersects the plot; this will be used to calculate the area of 
the plot outside the unit and adjust the tree weights in the plot accordingly. If the plot is in a corner or some 
other non-straightforward configuration, then ocularly estimate the percentage of the plot outside the unit.  

This is an example of the procedure: 

1) The unit has the following shape, with a road on its southern edge. It makes sense to run the grid in a 
north-south orientation, which is generally the case unless there is an overriding reason to change it. 
For efficiency it would make sense to start with the first plot near a “corner of the unit near the road 
but be careful to ensure that the grid of plots is considered over the entire unit area, especially in 
oddly shaped portions of the area. 

 

 

2) The unit is 15 acres. The plot intensity based on one plot per two acres, and rounding up to the 
nearest integer, is int(15/2)=8 plots. Since the minimum number of plots is 5, we will install 8 plots in 
the unit. These equates to 15 acres/8 plots = 1.875 acres/plot. 

3) The square feet per plot is 1.875 X 43,560 = 81,675 sq ft. The square root of the sq.ft./plot is 
285.79 feet.  

4) Two random numbers between 0 and 285.79 are 232.9 and 69.5 feet.  
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5) From the starting location on the southwest edge of the unit, pace 232.9 feet to the east and 69.5 
feet to the north. If the plot lands in the unit, then this is your first plot. If it lands outside the unit then 
pace the distance between plots to the north (or other cardinal direction to get you in the unit), 285.8 
feet in this example.  

6) Continue to fill out the grid of plots until all plot centers have been placed in the unit. 

Mark the plot center with a wire flag. Write CCI, date, and initials on the flag with a sharpie. This is for check 
cruising purposes. Work from due north in a clockwise direction to facilitate check cruising.   

Record the following data for the plot. 

• Plot ID: Project#_TreatmentType_Plot# 
• Date 
• Crew 
• Coordinate system (UTM) 
• Gps unit 
• Gps datum 
• Gps coordinates  
• QA status 
• Water on plot 
• Plot notes 

 

1) Record the species, total height, and percent crown ratio. If a tree is 4.5 feet tall or higher then 
measure dbh to the nearest 0.1 inch.  

2) Make ocular estimates for the entire plot on the species, percent cover of the species, average height 
of the species of shrubs, forbs and graminoids. Use a siting tube to help calibrate your estimates, 
and/or partition the plot into smaller sections to improve accuracy.  

3) Make ocular estimates of the percent of bare mineral soil, dead vegetative cover and pile and 
broadcast burned area on the plot.  

4) Estimate the percentages of up to 3 fuel models by comparing the photos and description from Scott 
and Burgan. Must sum to 100 percent. Install the fuels transects as described in the fuels transection 
module, above. 

5) Find two to three site trees to core in the area of the unit. The site trees should be on similar soil type, 
slope and aspect. If the site estimates from two trees are similar then stop, otherwise collect a third 
tree. Use trees that have been relatively free to grow (dominants and co-dominants) throughout their 
life. If no suitable site trees are available, then note that and skip the step. 

6) Locate a control unit in proximity to the unit being sampled. A control unit is one that was similar to the 
sampled unit before the unit was treated. Do not install plots in the control unit but make estimates as 
for items 2, 3, and 4 above. 

Pest management (Fuels Reduction for Tree’d Areas) 
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Table 7. List of data attributes for the pest management treatment type. 
Attribute Categories Variables Description 

Trees and 
Basal Area 
per Acre 

 Species, 
diameter, 
breast-ht age, 
height, crown 
ratio 

Used to assess post treatment density 
and tree vigor. 

Tree damage  Skin-ups to 
bole and 
roots; crown 
damage 

Assess post-harvest residual tree 
damage. 

Brood 
material 

 Slash quantity 
and treatments 

Evaluate potential for pest infestation 
due to treatments 

Site Index  Species, 
diameter, 
breast-ht age, 
height 

Used as input to growth projections. 
Generally, use appropriate mature 
trees in stands to core for age and 
measure height to estimate site index. 

Pest 
indicators 

Insect, Pathogen, Plant, 
Animal 

Tree damage 
from trees on 
plot, 
observations 
of pests within 
stand 

Identify post treatment pests and 
intensity. 

Fuel Load Live/Dead, Fuel model Tons per acre 
of 1, 10, 100, 
1000-hour 
dead fuels, 
duff, litter 
depth. 

Make an estimate of fuel model(s) using 
table 2.4.8 of the FVS-FFE guide 
(2022) and see Scott and Burgan 
(2005) for photos of 40 of the fuel 
models. Both photo-based fuel models 
and fuels transects are installed in this 
treatment type. 

Piles Burned/Unburned Material type, 
volume (cu ft) 

Used to assess the amount of burned 
and unburned fuel in piles after 
treatment. 

 

Nested fixed sized circular plots are used to collect data. There are three nested plots as explained in the 
following table and figure. This is the same setup as for a plot in FIA (actually this is a subplot in the 4-subplot 
cluster for FIA, we are not doing clusters). For clarity, we are using the same vernacular as FIA (USDA Forest 
Service 2018) to describe the names of the 3 nested plots sizes.  

Table 8. Pest management plot configuration. 

 

Figure 6 shows the relative plot sizes. 

 

Names (FIA) Radius (ft) Area (ft^2) Area (acre) DBH Range (in) Location
Macroplot 58.9                    10,898.8           0.250                 ≥ 24 Plot center
Subplot 24.0                    1,809.6              0.042                 ≥ 5 and < 24 Plot center
Microplot 6.8                      145.3                 0.003                 ≥ 1 and < 5 Offset 12.0 ft horiz. 90°
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Figure 6. Pest management plot layout and fuels transects. East transect shows the shorter fine woody debris (FWD) 
transects; the FWD transects alternate to the north and east. 

The target plot intensity is one plot per four acres, which is a percent sampled of .25-acre/4 acres = 1/16 = 
6.25%. A minimum of 5 plots, and a maximum of 10 plots, shall be installed in a unit for pest management. 
Locate the plots on a square systematic grid using the following procedure: 

1) Based on the shape and orientation of the unit decide which azimuth the plot grid shall be oriented, 
but use north-south, east-west as the default. 

2) Calculate the acres per plot based on the acres of the unit and the number of plots. 
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3) Calculate the square feet per plot by multiplying the acres per plot by 43,560. Take the square root 
of the square feet per plot. 

4) Draw two random numbers between zero and the value from step #3. 
5) Start from a convenient corner of the unit and pace the distance over and in (90 degrees apart) to 

locate the center of the first plot, which is a random start to the systematic sample. 
6) Install the first plot and move along the predetermined grid to the next plot location. The distance 

between plots is the value calculated in step #3. 

When a plot is near the edge of the unit and part of it is outside the unit then the following procedure is to 
be followed. This is to ensure that the edge of units is not under-sampled by moving plots away from the 
edge. Measure the portion of the plot edge that intersects the plot; this will be used to calculate the area of 
the plot outside the unit and adjust the tree weights in the plot accordingly. If the plot is in a corner or some 
other non-straightforward configuration, then measure all the edges, sketch the plot with dimensions, and 
calculate the portion of the plot outside the unit.  

This is an example of the procedure: 

1) The unit has the following shape, with a road on its southern edge. It makes sense to run the grid in a 
north-south orientation, which is generally the case unless there is an overriding reason to change it. 
For efficiency, it would make sense to start with the first plot near a “corner of the unit near the road 
but be careful to ensure that the grid of plots is considered over the entire unit area, especially in 
oddly shaped portions of the area. 

 

 

2) The unit is 55 acres. The plot intensity based on one plot per four acres, and rounding up to the 
nearest integer, is int(55/4)=14 plots. Since the minimum number of plots is 5 and maximum is 20, we 
will install 14 plots in the unit. This equates to 55 acres/14 plots = 3.929 acres/plot. 

3) The square feet per plot is 3.929 X 43,560 = 171,128.6 sq ft. The square root of the sq.ft./plot is 
413.68 feet.  

4) Two random numbers between 0 and 413.68 are 250.8 and 154.2 feet.  
5) From the starting location on the southwest edge of the unit, pace 232.8 feet to the east and 154.2 

feet to the north. If the plot lands in the unit, then this is your first plot. If it lands outside the unit then 
pace the distance between plots to the north (or other cardinal direction to get you in the unit), 413.7 
feet in this example.  
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6) Continue to fill out the grid of plots until all plot centers have been placed in the unit.  

For a temporary plot, mark the plot center with a wire flag. Write CCI, date, and initials on the flag with a 
sharpie. This is for check cruising purposes. Work from due north in a clockwise direction to facilitate check 
cruising, by plot size.   

For a permanent plot, mark the plot center with a plastic stake (something flush to the ground and metal so 
metal detector could be used to relocate it. Place flagging on the stake and higher up on a branch near the 
stake. Write CCI, date, and initials on the stake and the high flag with a sharpie. This is for check cruising 
purposes and so plot can be relocated during re-measurement. Work from due north in a clockwise direction 
to facilitate check cruising, by plot size.  

Identify three witness trees that can be used to triangulate the location of plot center. Paint the tree number 
on the stump area of the tree using a color that cannot be confused with a cut or leave mark (suggest white); 
or use an aluminum tag. Mark the point of breast height measurement (4.5 feet uphill side) with an aluminum 
nail, on every tree. Put the nail just deep enough so that it can grow out with the bark if possible. 

Record the following data for the plot. 

• Plot ID: Project#_TreatmentType_Plot# 
• Date 
• Crew 
• Coordinate system (UTM) 
• Gps unit 
• Gps datum 
• Gps coordinates  
• QA status 
• Water on plot 
• Plot notes 
• Direction and distance from each witness tree to plot center  

Record the species, total height, and percent crown ratio. If a tree is 4.5 feet tall or higher then measure dbh 
to the nearest 0.1 inch.  

Make ocular estimates for the entire plot on the species, percent cover of the species, average height of the 
species of both shrubs, forbs and graminoids. Use a siting tube to help calibrate your estimates, and/or 
partition the plot into smaller sections to improve accuracy.  

Make ocular estimates of the percent of bare mineral soil, dead vegetative cover and pile and broadcast 
burned area on the plot.  

Estimate the percentages of up to 3 fuel models by comparing the photos and description from Scott and 
Burgan. Must sum to 100 percent. Install the fuels transects as described in the fuels transection module, 
above. 
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Find two to three site trees to core in the area of the unit. The site trees should be on similar soil type, slope 
and aspect. If the site estimates from two trees are similar then stop, otherwise collect a third tree. Use trees 
that have been relatively free to grow (dominants and co-dominants) throughout their life. 

Fuels reduction and Prescribed Fire 

Fuels reduction, including prescribed fire, projects may be in any vegetation type and might include removal 
of all flammable vegetation or forested shaded fuel breaks.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7. Decision tree for fuels reduction treatments. 

As shown in Figure 5, if there are no trees in the project area now and none are anticipated to seed in or be 
planted then use the fuels transects to measure fuel load. Install the fuels transects using plot centers installed 
like with the pest management protocol. Also, collect fuel type estimates. If trees are involved, then use the 
pest management methodology as given in that section.  

Data management 
Data will be managed in a database, which will be housed in a shared location.  

 A database administrator (DBA) shall be assigned. The DBA will be responsible for: 

• maintaining and updating the DB, including QAQC 
• backing up the DB on a regular schedule. 

Manual data collection forms are available from an excel workbook. These are used for testing the 
monitoring procedures initially and as a back-up in case the tablet application fails. Generally, a tablet 
application will be used to collect data. This tablet will upload data to the data. 

Trees are on the 
project, or could 

be? 

Use Fuels Transects 
Module 

No Yes 

Use Pest Management protocol 
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Annual monitoring 
CCI outcome reporting specifies collecting data to track project outcomes for 120 months. A monitoring 
schedule will be developed to collect data annually from monitoring sites statewide. Generally, sites will be 
measured every 2 to 5 years over during the outcome tracking period.  

Analysis and repor ting 
CAL FIRE will analyze data and reporting for CCI’s Forest Health outcome reporting template. Data will be 
used to characterize the outcome of grant-funded projects on fuel loads and forest carbon. CAL FIRE may use 
the monitoring program to understand the ecological and fire behavior impacts of vegetation management 
projects. CAL FIRE may also use monitoring data to improve grant processes, assess fuel loads, forest 
treatment effectiveness, forest treatment costs, carbon quantification methodology, conduct and publish 
research, or other objectives.  

  

  

Quality assurance 
A quality assurance system will be developed and updated for field measurements and data quality. Field 
measurement quality measurements may include check plots or paired sequential sampling to re-measure 
plots and confirm accurate results and measurements are recorded. The Database Administrator will be 
responsible for database QAQC, such as identifying nonsensical values or unexpected changes in data.  

References 
Moreno, Loretta, Russ Henly, and Pete Cafferata. 2018. Monitoring and Assessment of California’s Timberland 

Ecosystems Under Assembly Bill 1492 and the Timber Regulation and Forest Restoration Program. Draft, 
Sacramento: California Natural Resources Agency. 

USDA Forest Service. 2018. "Forest inventory and analysis national core field guide, volume I: field data 
collection proceedures for phase 2 plots." October. 

 

 

 

Checklists 
This section contains prompts for checklists which serve as convenient reminders for a variety of tasks. 

Field Equipment Checklist 

 

First-Year Monitoring Checklist 
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Annual Monitoring Checklist 

 

Analysis and Reporting Checklist 

 

Authors and Reviewers 

Initial Design Development 

Timothy Robards, PhD, RPF 2521 CAL FIRE Climate & Energy Program 

 

Appendices 

Appendix I: Excerpts from FIA Field Guide Version 8.0. 

This appendix contains excerpts from the field guide. The section title is provided above each section for ease 
of reference back to the original document.  
 

0.2 PLOT INTEGRITY  
The following practices are specifically prohibited:  

• Boring and scribing some specific tree species that are known to be negatively affected (e.g., the 
initiation of infection or callusing).  

• Chopping vines from tally trees. When possible, vines should be pried off trunks to enable accurate 
measurement. If this is not possible, alternative tools (calipers, biltmore sticks) should be used.  

 
Note: Avoid becoming part of the problem! There is a risk that field crews walking into plot locations could 
pick up seeds along roadsides or other patches of invasive plants and spread them through the forest and on 
to the plot. Be aware of the vegetation you are traveling through and consider stopping and removing seeds 
from boots and clothing before entering uninvaded lands, particularly remote areas that are rarely visited. 

1.19.6 GPS DATUM  
Record the acronym indicating the map datum that the GPS coordinates are collected in (i.e., the map datum 
selected on the GPS unit to display the coordinates).  
Values: NAD83  North American 

Datum of 1983  

1.19.10 UTM ZONE  
Record a 2-digit and 1 character field UTM ZONE as determined by GPS.  
Values: Number varies from 2 in Alaska to 19 on the East Coast. The letter varies from Q in Hawaii to W in 
Alaska.  

1.19.11 EASTING (X) UTM  
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Record the Easting coordinate of the plot center as determined by GPS.  
Values: 0000000 – 9999999 

1.19.12 NORTHING (Y) UTM  
Record the Northing coordinate of the plot center as determined by GPS.  
Values: 0000000 - 9999999 

1.19.13 CORRECTION FOR "OFFSET" LOCATION  
As described in Section 1.19.2, coordinates may be collected at a location other than the plot center (an 
“offset” location). If the GPS unit is capable of calculating plot center coordinates, then AZIMUTH TO PLOT 
CENTER and DISTANCE TO PLOT CENTER both equal 000.  

1.19.14 AZIMUTH TO PLOT CENTER  
Record the azimuth from the location where coordinates were collected to actual plot center. If coordinates 
are collected at plot center or are corrected in the field to plot center, record 000.  
Values: 000 when coordinates are collected at plot center  
001 to 360 when coordinates are not collected at plot center  

1.19.15 DISTANCE TO PLOT CENTER  
Record the horizontal distance in feet from the location where coordinates were collected to the actual plot 
center. If coordinates are collected at plot center or are corrected in the field to plot center, record 000. As 
described in Section 1.19.2, if a laser range finder is used to determine DISTANCE TO PLOT CENTER, offset 
locations may be up to 999 feet from the plot center. If a range finder is not used, the offset location must be 
within 200 feet.  
Values: 000 when coordinates are collected at plot center  
001 to 200 when a Laser range finder is not used to determine distance  
001 to 999 when a Laser range finder is used to determine distance  

1.19.16 GPS ELEVATION  
Record the elevation above mean sea level of the plot center, in feet, as determined by GPS.  
Values: -00100 to +20000  

1.19.17 GPS ERROR  
Record the error as shown on the GPS unit to the nearest foot up to 999 feet.  
Values: 000 - 999 

1.19.19 GPS FILENAME (CORE OPTIONAL)  
Record the filename containing the GPS positions collected on the plot.  
Values: English words, phrases and numbers 

1.21 PLOT NOTES  
Use these fields to record notes pertaining to the entire plot. If the notes apply only to a specific subplot or 
other specific aspect of the plot, then make that clear in the notes.  
Values: English language words, phrases and numbers 

2.5.3 FOREST TYPE  
Record the code corresponding to the FOREST TYPE (from Appendix 2) that best describes the species with 
the plurality of stocking for all live trees in the condition class that are not overtopped. Note: Canopy cover is 
used to determine whether an area is forest or nonforest. 
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2.5.4 STAND SIZE CLASS  
Record the code that best describes the predominant size class of all live trees, seedlings and saplings in the 
condition class. Note: Canopy cover is used to determine whether an area is forest or nonforest. Stocking is 
used with other variables such as this one.  
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Values: Value  Description  
0  Nonstocked  

Meeting the definition of accessible forest 
land, and one of the following applies:  
(a) less than 10 percent stocked by trees, 
seedlings, and saplings, and not classified 
as cover trees, or  
(b) for several woodland species where 
stocking standards are not available, less 
than 10 percent canopy cover of trees, 
seedlings, and saplings.  
 

1  < 4.9 inches (seedlings / saplings)  
At least 10 percent stocking (or 10 percent 
canopy cover if stocking standards are not 
available) in trees, seedlings, and saplings; 
and at least 2/3 of the canopy cover is in 
trees less than 5.0 inches DBH/DRC.  
 

2  5.0 – 8.9 inches (softwoods) / 5.0 – 10.9 
inches (hardwoods)  
At least 10 percent stocking (or 10 percent 
canopy cover if stocking standards are not 
available) in trees, seedlings, and saplings; 
and at least 1/3 of the canopy cover is in 
trees greater than 5.0 inches DBH/DRC 
and the plurality of the canopy cover is in 
softwoods between 5.0 – 8.9 inches 
diameter and/or hardwoods between 5.0 
– 10.9 inches DBH, and/or woodland trees 
5.0 – 8.9 inches DRC.  
 

3  9.0 – 19.9 inches (softwoods) / 11.0 – 
19.9 inches (hardwoods)  
At least 10 percent stocking (or 10 percent 
canopy cover if stocking standards are not 
available) in trees, seedlings, and saplings; 
and at least 1/3 of the canopy cover is in 
trees greater than 5.0 inches DBH/DRC 
and the plurality of the canopy cover is in 
softwoods between 9.0 – 19.9 inches 
diameter and/or hardwoods between 
11.0 – 19.9 inches DBH, and/or woodland 
trees 9.0 – 19.9 inches DRC.  
 

4  20.0 – 39.9 inches  
At least 10 percent stocking (or 10 percent 
canopy cover if stocking standards are not 
available) in trees, seedlings, and saplings; 
and at least 1/3 of the canopy cover is in 
trees greater than 5.0 inches DBH/DRC 
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and the plurality of the canopy cover is in 
trees between 20.0 – 39.9 inches DBH.  

5  40.0 + inches  
At least 10 percent stocking (or 10 percent 
canopy cover if stocking standards are not 
available) in trees, seedlings, and saplings; 
and at least 1/3 of the canopy cover is in 
trees greater than 5.0 inches DBH/DRC 
and the plurality of the canopy cover is in 
trees >40.0 inches DBH.  

2.5.14 STAND AGE  
Record the average total age, to the nearest year, of the trees (plurality of all live trees, seedlings, and 
saplings not overtopped) in the predominant STAND SIZE CLASS of the condition, determined using local 
procedures. Record 000 for nonstocked stands. Note: Canopy cover is used to determine whether an area is 
forest or nonforest. Stocking is used with other variables such as this one.  
 
An estimate of STAND AGE is required for every forest land condition class defined on a plot. Stand age is 
usually highly correlated with stand size and should reflect the average age of all trees that are not 
overtopped. Unlike the procedure for site tree age (TREE AGE AT DIAMETER), estimates of STAND AGE 
should estimate the time of tree establishment (e.g., not age at the point of diameter measurement). Note: 
For planted stands, estimate age based on the year the stand was planted (e.g., do not add in the age of 
the planting stock).  
 

To estimate STAND AGE, select two or three dominant or codominant trees from the overstory. If the 
overstory covers a wide range of tree sizes and species, try to select the trees accordingly, but it is not 
necessary to core additional trees in such stands. The variance associated with mean stand age increases 
with stand heterogeneity, and additional cores are not likely to improve the estimate. Core each tree at the 
point of diameter measurement and count the rings between the outside edge and the core to the pith. Add 
in the number of years that passed from germination until the tree reached the point of core extraction to 
determine the total age of the tree. Unless more specific information is provided at training or by the unit, 
add 5 years to all eastern species, 5 years to western hardwoods, and 10 years to western softwoods. 
Assign a weight to each core by visually estimating the percentage of total overstory trees it represents. 
Make sure the weights from all cores add up to 1.0, compute the weighted average age, and record. For 
example, if three trees aged 34, 62, and 59 years represent 25 percent, 60 percent, and 15 percent of the 
overstory, respectively, the weighted stand age should be: 

(34 x 0.25) + (62 x 0.60) + (59 x 0.15) = 55 years.  
In some cases, it may be possible to avoid coring trees to determine age. If a stand has not been seriously 
disturbed since the previous survey, simply add the number of years since the previous inventory to the 
previous STAND AGE. In other situations, cores collected from site trees can be used to estimate STAND AGE.  
 
If a condition class is nonstocked, assign a STAND AGE of 000.  
 
If all of the trees in a condition class are of a species which, by regional standards, cannot be bored for age 
(e.g., mountain mahogany, tupelo) record 998. This code should be used in these cases only.  
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If tree cores are not counted in the field but are collected and sent to the office for the counting of rings, 
record 999. Note on the core the percent of stand that type of core represents so that STAND AGE can be 
calculated later.  
 

Values: 000 to 997, 998, 999 

2.5.15 DISTURBANCE 1  
Record the code corresponding to the presence of the following disturbances. Disturbance can connote 
positive or negative effects. The area affected by any natural or human-caused disturbance must be at least 
1.0 acre in size. Record up to three different disturbances per condition class from most important to least 
important. This attribute is ancillary; that is, contrasting conditions are never delineated based on variation in 
this attribute.  
 
For initial plot establishment (SAMPLE KIND =1 or 3), the disturbance must be within the last 5 years. For 
remeasured plots recognize only those disturbances that have occurred since the previous inventory.  
 
Disturbance codes require "significant threshold" damage, which implies mortality and/or damage to 25 
percent of all trees in a stand or 50 percent of an individual species’ count. Additionally, some disturbances 
affect land and/or vegetation, but initially may not affect vegetation growth or health (e.g., grazing, 
browsing, flooding, etc.). In these cases, a disturbance should be coded when at least 25 percent of the soil 
surface or understory vegetation has been affected.  
 
Values: Value  

 
Description  

00  None - no observable 
disturbance  

10  Insect damage  
11  Insect damage to understory 

vegetation  
12  Insect damage to trees, including 

seedlings and saplings  
20  Disease damage  
21  Disease damage to understory 

vegetation  
22  Disease damage to trees, 

including seedlings and saplings  
30  Fire (from crown and ground 

fire, either prescribed or natural)  
31  Ground fire  
32  Crown fire  
40  Animal damage  
41  Beaver (includes flooding caused 

by beaver)  
42  Porcupine  
43  Deer/ungulate  
44  Bear (CORE OPTIONAL)  
45  Rabbit (CORE OPTIONAL)  
46  Domestic animal/livestock 

(includes grazing)  
50  Weather damage  
51  Ice  
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52  Wind (includes hurricane, 
tornado)  

53  Flooding (weather induced)  
54  Drought  
60  Vegetation (suppression, 

competition, vines)  
70  Unknown/not sure/other (include 

in NOTES)  
80  Human-caused damage – any 

significant threshold of human-
caused damage not described in 
the DISTURBANCE codes listed 
or in the TREATMENT codes 
listed. Must include a condition-
level note to describe further.  

90  Geologic disturbances  
91  Landslide  
92  Avalanche track  
93  Volcanic blast zone  
94  Other geologic event  
95  Earth movement/avalanches  

2.5.16 DISTURBANCE YEAR 1  
Record the year in which DISTURBANCE 1 occurred. If the disturbance occurs continuously over a period of 
time, record 9999.  
Values: Since the previous plot visit, or the past 5 years for plots visited for the first time; 9999 

2.5.21 TREATMENT 1  
Forestry treatments are a form of disturbance. These human disturbances are recorded separately here for 
ease of coding and analysis. The term treatment further implies that a silvicultural application has been 
prescribed. This does not include occasional stumps of unknown origin or sparse removals for firewood, 
Christmas trees, or other miscellaneous purposes. The area affected by any treatment must be at least 1.0 
acre in size. Record up to three different treatments per condition class from most important to least 
important as best as can be determined. This attribute is ancillary; that is, contrasting conditions are never 
delineated based on variation in this attribute.  
 
For initial plot establishment (SAMPLE KIND = 1 or 3), the treatment must be within the last 5 years. For 
remeasured plots recognize only those treatments that have occurred since the previous inventory.  
 
Values: Value  

 
Description  

00  None - No observable treatment.  
10  Cutting - The removal of one or more 

trees from a stand.  
20  Site preparation - Clearing, slash 

burning, chopping, disking, bedding, or 
other practices clearly intended to 
prepare a site for either natural or 
artificial regeneration.  

30  Artificial regeneration - Following a 
disturbance or treatment (usually cutting), 
a new stand where at least 50% of the 
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live trees present resulted from planting 
or direct seeding.  

40  Natural regeneration - Following a 
disturbance or treatment (usually cutting), 
a new stand where at least 50% of the 
live trees present (of any size) were 
established through the growth of 
existing trees and/or natural seeding or 
sprouting.  

50  Other silvicultural treatment - The use of 
fertilizers, herbicides, girdling, pruning, 
or other activities (not covered by codes 
10-40) designed to improve the 
commercial value of the residual stand, 
or chaining, which is a practice used on 
woodlands to encourage wildlife forage.  

 

2.5.22 TREATMENT YEAR 1  
Record the year in which TREATMENT 1 occurred.  
Values: Since the previous plot visit, or the past 5 years for plots visited for the first time 

2.6.1 CONDITION FUELBED TYPE (OPTIONAL)  
Record the fuelbed code from the Scott and Burgan (2005; RMRS-GTR-153) fuel model guide that best 
corresponds with the combined fire behavior characteristics of live and dead materials on and near the 
ground surface. The visual appearance of the condition on the plot is not as important as the amount and 
packing density of live and dead fuels of different sizes. Refer to fuelbed descriptions, keys, and photos in 
Scott and Burgan (2005) to select the fuel model which best matches conditions on the condition class. This is 
a CORE-OPTIONAL field.  



Forest Health Grant and Prescribed Fire Protocols For Field-Based Monitoring Manual Version 1.0 

   

 

 
Values: Value  

 
Description  

GR1  Short, Sparse Dry Climate 
Grass  

GR2  Low Load, Dry Climate 
Grass  

GR3  Low Load, Very Coarse, 
Humid Climate Grass  

GR4  Moderate Load, Dry 
Climate Grass  

GR5  Low Load, Humid Climate 
Grass  

GR6  Moderate Load, Humid 
Climate Grass  

GR7  High Load, Dry Climate 
Grass  

GR8  High Load, Very Coarse, 
Humid Climate Grass  

GR9  Very High Load, Humid 
Climate Grass  

GS1  Low Load, Dry Climate 
Grass-Shrub  

GS2  Moderate Load, Dry 
Climate Grass-Shrub  

GS3  Moderate Load, Humid 
Climate Grass-Shrub  

GS4  High Load, Humid Climate 
Grass-Shrub  

SB1  Slash-Blowdown: Low Load 
Activity Fuel  

SB2  Moderate Load Activity 
Fuel or Low Load Blowdown  

SB3  High Load Activity Fuel or 
Moderate Load Blowdown  

SB4  High Load Blowdown  
SH1  Low Load Dry Climate 

Shrub  
SH2  Moderate Load Dry 

Climate Shrub  
SH3  Moderate Load, Humid 

Climate Shrub  
SH4  Low Load, Humid Climate 

Timber-Shrub  
SH5  High Load, Dry Climate 

Shrub  
SH6  Low Load, Humid Climate 

Shrub  
SH7  Very High Load, Dry 

Climate Shrub  
SH8  High Load, Humid Climate 

Shrub  
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SH9  Very High Load, Humid 
Climate Shrub  

TL1  Low Load Compact Conifer 
Litter  

TL2  Low Load Broadleaf Litter  
TL3  Moderate Load Conifer 

Litter  
TL4  Small, downed logs  
TL5  High Load Conifer Litter  
TL6  Moderate Load Broadleaf 

Litter  
TL7  Large Downed Logs  
TL8  Long-Needle Litter  
TL9  Very High Load Broadleaf 

Litter  
TU1  Low Load Dry Climate 

Timber-Grass-Shrub  
TU2  Moderate Load, Humid 

Climate Timber-Shrub  
TU3  Moderate Load, Humid 

Climate Timber-Grass-
Shrub  

TU4  Dwarf Conifer with 
Understory  

TU5  Very High Load, Dry 
Climate Timber-Shrub  

NB1  Nonburnable 
Urban/developed  

NB2  Nonburnable Snow/ice  
NB3  Nonburnable Agricultural  
NB8  Nonburnable Open water  
NB9  Nonburnable Bare ground  
 

3.8 SUBPLOT SLOPE  
Record the angle of slope across the subplot to the nearest 1 percent. SUBPLOT SLOPE is determined by 
sighting the clinometer along a line parallel to the average incline (or decline) of each subplot. This angle is 
measured along the shortest pathway down slope before the drainage direction changes. To measure 
SUBPLOT SLOPE, Observer 1 should stand at the uphill edge of the subplot and sight Observer 2, who stands 
at the downhill edge of the subplot. Sight Observer 2 at the same height as the eye-level of Observer 1. 
Read the slope directly from the percent scale of the clinometer:  

• If slope changes gradually across the subplot, record an average slope.  
• If slope changes across the subplot but the slope is predominantly of one direction, code the 

predominant slope percentage rather than the average.  
• If the subplot falls directly on or straddles a canyon bottom or narrow ridge top, code the average 

slope of the side hill(s).  
• If the subplot falls on a canyon bottom or on a narrow ridge top, but most of the area lies on one side 

hill, code the slope of the side hill where most of the area lies.  
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Values: 000 to 155  

3.9 SUBPLOT ASPECT  
Record the aspect across the subplot, to the nearest 1 degree. SUBPLOT ASPECT is determined along the 
direction of slope for land surfaces with at least 5 percent slope in a generally uniform direction. SUBPLOT 
ASPECT is measured with a hand compass along the same direction used to determine slope.  
 

• If aspect changes gradually across the subplot, record an average aspect.  
• If aspect changes across the subplot but the aspect is predominately of one direction, code the 

predominate direction rather than the average.  
• If the subplot falls on or straddles a canyon bottom or narrow ridge top, code the aspect of the ridge 

line or canyon bottom.  
• If the subplot falls on a canyon bottom or on a narrow ridge top, but most of the area lies on one side 

hill, code the aspect of the side hill.  
 

Values: Value  Description  
000  No aspect, 

slope < 5 
percent  

001  1 degree  
002  2 degrees  
.  .  
.  .  
360  360 degrees, 

due north  
 

5.0 TREE AND SAPLING DATA  
Trees at least 5.0 inches in diameter are sampled within the subplot. ‘Tally trees’ are defined as all live and 
standing dead trees in accessible forest land condition classes encountered on the subplot the first time a 
subplot is established, and all trees that grow into a subplot thereafter. These data yield information on tree 
volume, growth, mortality, and removals; wildlife habitats; forest structure and composition; biomass; and 
carbon sequestration.  
 
Trees with a diameter at least 1.0 inch but less than 5.0 inches, termed saplings, are sampled within the 
microplot. ‘Tally saplings’ are defined as all live and standing dead saplings in accessible forest land 
condition classes encountered the first time a microplot is established, and all saplings that grow into each 
microplot thereafter are included until they grow to 5.0 inches or larger, at which time they are tallied on the 
subplot and referenced (new AZIMUTH and HORIZONTAL DISTANCE taken) to the subplot center.  
 
For multi-stemmed woodland species, a cumulative DRC is used to compute diameter as described in Sections 
5.9 and 5.9.4.  
 
Trees are alive if they have any living parts (leaves, buds, cambium) at or above the point of diameter 
measurement, either diameter at breast height (DBH) or diameter at root collar (DRC). Trees that have been 
temporarily defoliated are still alive.  
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Once tallied, dead trees 1.0 inch and greater in diameter are tracked until they no longer qualify as standing 
dead. Working around dead trees is a safety hazard - crews should exercise extreme caution! Trees that 
are deemed unsafe to measure should be estimated.  
 
To qualify as a standing dead tally tree, dead trees must be at least 1.0 inch in diameter, have a bole which 
has an unbroken ACTUAL LENGTH of at least 4.5 feet, and lean less than 45 degrees from vertical as 
measured from the base of the tree to 4.5 feet.  
 
The portion of a bole on dead trees that are separated greater than 50 percent (either above or below 4.5 
feet), are considered severed and may qualify as Down Woody Material (DWM). See DWM procedures for 
tally criteria.  
 
For woodland species (Appendix 3) with multiple stems, a tree is considered down if more than 2/3 of the 
volume is no longer attached or upright; do not consider cut and removed volume. For woodland species with 
single stems to qualify as a standing dead tally tree, dead trees must be at least 1.0 inch in diameter, be at 
least 1.0 foot in unbroken ACTUAL LENGTH, and lean less than 45 degrees from vertical.  
 
Live and dead standing tally trees, and partially separated boles of dead tally trees, do not have to be self-
supported. They may be supported by other trees, branches, or their crown.  
Trees that have been cut above DBH qualify as tally trees, provided they meet the size requirement. 

5.4 AZIMUTH  
Record the AZIMUTH from the subplot center (for trees greater than or equal to 5.0 inches DBH/DRC) or the 
microplot center (for trees greater than or equal to 1.0 inch and less than 5.0 inches DBH/DRC), sight the 
center of the base of each tree with a compass. Sight to the geographic center for multi-stemmed woodland 
species (Appendix 3). The geographic center is a point of equal distance between all tallied stems for a given 
woodland tree. Record AZIMUTH to the nearest degree. Use 360 for north.  
 
Values: 001 to 360  

5.5 HORIZONTAL DISTANCE  
Record the measured HORIZONTAL DISTANCE, to the nearest 0.1 foot, from the subplot center (for trees 
greater than or equal to 5.0 inches DBH/DRC) or microplot center (for trees greater than or equal to 1.0 inch 
and less than 5.0 inches DBH/DRC) to the pith of the tree at the base. For all multi-stemmed woodland trees 
(woodland species indicated in Appendix 3), the HORIZONTAL DISTANCE is measured from subplot or 
microplot center to the "geographic center" of the tree. The geographic center is a point of equal distance 
between all tallied stems for a given woodland tree. 

5.7 PRESENT TREE STATUS  
Record a current PRESENT TREE STATUS for each tallied tree; this code is used to track the status of sample 
trees over time: as they first appear, as ingrowth, as they survive, and when they die or are removed. This 
information is needed to correctly assign the tree’s volume to the proper component of volume change.  
 
Values: Value  Description  
0  No status – tree is not presently in the 

sample (remeasurement plots only). Tree 
was incorrectly tallied at the previous 
inventory, currently is not tallied due to 
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definition or procedural change or is not 
tallied due to natural causes. Requires 
RECONCILE code = 5-9.  
 

1  Live tree – any live tree (new, 
remeasured or ingrowth)  
 

2  Dead tree – any dead tree (new, 
remeasured, or ingrowth), regardless of 
cause of death. Includes all previously 
standing dead trees that no longer 
qualify as standing dead, trees killed 
by silvicultural or land clearing activity 
and assumed not to have been utilized, 
as well as dead trees that may have 
been present at the time of plot 
establishment but only tallied now due 
to procedural change.  
 

3  Removed – a tree that has been cut and 
removed by direct human activity 
related to harvesting, silviculture or land 
clearing (remeasurement plots only). The 
tree is assumed to have been utilized.  

 

 

5.7.2 STANDING DEAD  
Record the code that describes whether or not a tree qualifies as standing dead. To qualify as a standing 
dead tally tree, dead trees must be at least 1.0 inch in diameter, have a bole that has an unbroken ACTUAL 
LENGTH of at least 4.5 feet, and lean less than 45 degrees from vertical as measured from the base of the 
tree to 4.5 feet. See figures 20-22 for examples.  
 
“Unbroken” is defined as at least 50 percent attached to the original source of growth.  
Portions of boles on dead trees that are separated greater than 50 percent (either above or below 4.5 feet), 
are considered severed and are included in Down Woody Material (DWM) if they otherwise meet DWM 
tally criteria.  
 

For woodland species (Appendix 3) with multiple stems, a tree is considered down if more than 2/3 of the 
volume is no longer attached or upright; do not consider cut and removed volume. For woodland species with 
single stems to qualify as a standing dead tally tree, dead trees must be at least 1.0 inch in diameter, be at 
least 1.0 foot in unbroken ACTUAL LENGTH, and lean less than 45 degrees from vertical. 
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5.8 SPECIES  
Record the appropriate SPECIES code from the list in Appendix 3. If the species cannot be determined in the 
field, tally the tree, but bring branch samples, foliage, cones, flowers, bark, etc. to the supervisor for 
identification. If possible, collect samples outside the subplots from similar specimens and make a note to 
correct the SPECIES code later. Use code 0299 for unknown dead conifer, 0998 for unknown dead hardwood 
when the genus or species codes cannot be used, and 0999 for other or unknown live tree. The generic code 
should only be used when you are sure the species is on the species list, but you cannot differentiate among 
acceptable species. This is often the case withstanding dead trees on newly established plots. In this case use 
the sample collections procedures described earlier in this paragraph. The species code list in Appendix 3 
includes all tree species tallied in the Continental U.S., Alaska, and the Caribbean. Species designated 
East/West are commonly found in those regions, although species designated for one region may occasionally 
be found in another. Species marked as Woodland designate species where DRC is measured instead of DBH. 
Species that have an “X” in the Core column are tallied in all regions. All other species on the list are “core 
optional.”  
 

Values: See Appendix 3 

5.9.2 DIAMETER AT BREAST HEIGHT (DBH) 
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5.9.4 DIAMETER AT ROOT COLLAR (DRC) 
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5.11 CURRENT NUMBER OF STEMS  
Record the total number of stems that were measured for DRC (e.g., record 1 stem as 01; record 12 stems as 
12). Count only the number of qualifying stems used to calculate DRC. Qualifying stems are those that are at 
least 1.0 foot in length and at least 1.0 inch in diameter, 1 foot up from the measurement point.  
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Values: 1 to 99 

5.13 ROTTEN/MISSING CULL  
Record the percent rotten or missing cubic-foot cull for all live tally trees greater than or equal to 5.0 inches 
DBH/DRC (CORE) and all standing dead tally trees greater than or equal to 5.0 inches DBH/DRC (CORE 
OPTIONAL).  
 
Record the percentage of rotten and missing cubic-foot volume, to the nearest 1 percent. When estimating 
volume loss (tree cull), only consider the cull on the merchantable bole/portion of the tree, from a 1-foot stump 
to a 4-inch DOB top. Do not include any cull estimate above ACTUAL LENGTH. For woodland species, the 
merchantable portion is between the point of DRC measurement to a 1.5-inch DOB top.  
 
Rotten and missing volume loss is often difficult to estimate. Refer to supplemental disease and insect pests 
field guides and local defect guidelines as an aid in identifying damaging agents and their impact on volume 
loss. Use your best judgment and be alert to such defect indicators as the following:  
 

• Cankers or fruiting bodies.  
• Swollen or punky knots.  
• Dull, hollow sound of bole (use regional standards).  
• Large dead limbs, especially those with frayed ends.  
• Sawdust around the base of the tree.  
• Metal imbedded in the wood.  

 
Values: 00 to 99 

5.14 TOTAL LENGTH  
Record the TOTAL LENGTH of the tree, to the nearest 1.0 foot from ground level to the top of the tree. For 
trees growing on a slope, measure on the uphill side of the tree. If the tree has a missing top (top is broken 
and completely detached from the tree), estimate what the total length would be if there were no missing top. 
Forked trees should be treated the same as unforked trees.  
 
Values: 001 to 400  

5.15 ACTUAL LENGTH  
Record for trees with missing tops (top on live trees is completely detached; top on dead trees is greater than 
50 percent detached from the tree). If the top is intact, this item may be omitted. Record the ACTUAL LENGTH 
of the tree to the nearest 1.0 foot from ground level to the break. Use the length to the break for ACTUAL 
LENGTH until a new leader qualifies as the new top for TOTAL LENGTH; until that occurs, continue to record 
ACTUAL LENGTH to the break. Trees with previously broken tops are considered recovered (i.e., ACTUAL 
LENGTH = TOTAL LENGTH) when a new leader (dead or alive) is 1/3 the diameter of the broken top at the 
point where the top was broken (not where the new leader originates from the trunk). Forked trees should be 
treated the same as unforked trees.  
 
Note: Some regions will measure ACTUAL LENGTH differently due to growth form. Some examples are 
swamp tupelo, cypress, and trees growing off of old high stumps with stilted roots in the West. Check regional 
field guides for regional guidance.  
 
Values: 001 to 400  
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5.16 LENGTH METHOD  
Record the code that indicates the method used to determine tree lengths.  
 
Values: Value  

 
Description  

1  Total and actual lengths are field 
measured with a measurement 
instrument (e.g., clinometer, relascope, 
tape).  

2  Total length is visually estimated, actual 
length is measured with an instrument.  

3  Total and actual lengths are visually 
estimated.  

 

5.17 CROWN CLASS  
Rate tree crowns in relation to the sunlight received and proximity to neighboring trees (fig. 47). Base the 
assessment on the position of the crown at the time of observation. Example: a formerly overtopped tree that 
is now dominant due to tree removal is classified as dominant. 
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5.19 COMPACTED CROWN RATIO  
Record the COMPACTED CROWN RATIO for each live tally tree, 1.0 inch and larger, to the nearest one 
percent. COMPACTED CROWN RATIO is that portion of the tree supporting live foliage (or in the case of 
extreme defoliation should be supporting live foliage) and is expressed as a percentage of the actual tree 
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length. To determine COMPACTED CROWN RATIO, ocularly transfer lower live branches to fill in large holes 
in the upper portion of the tree until a full, even crown is visualized.  
Do not over-compact trees beyond their typical full crown situation. For example, if tree branches tend to 
average 2 feet between whorls, do not compact crowns any tighter than the 2-foot spacing (fig. 50). Figure 
51 shows an example of COMPACTED CROWN RATIO on a leaning tree. 
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5.20 TREE DAMAGE (CORE)  
Damage is a composite variable. Up to three damaging agents may be recorded per tree. Many damaging 
agents are host specific and their potential for damage could vary by region. In general, a recorded 
damage is likely to: 
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5.21 CAUSE OF DEATH 

 

5.23 DECAY CLASS 6.0 SEEDLING DATA 
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Regeneration information is obtained by counting live seedlings within the 6.8-foot radius microplot located 
90 degrees and 12.0 feet from each subplot center within each of the four subplots. Conifer seedlings must 
be at least 6.0 inches in length and less than 1.0 inch at DBH/DRC in order to qualify for tallying. Hardwood 
seedlings must be at least 12.0 inches in length and less than 1.0 inch at DBH/DRC in order to qualify for 
tallying. For woodland species, each stem on a single tree must be less than 1.0 inch in DRC. Seedlings are 
counted in groups by species and condition class, up to five individuals per species. Counts beyond five 
estimated. 

 

7.2.2 [SITE TREE] SPECIES  
Ideally, site trees in the western U.S. should be between 35-80 years old. If preferred trees cannot be found 
in this age range, expand the age range to 15-250 years. Reject trees outside the 15-250 year age range, 
trees that exhibit signs of damage, trees with ring patterns that show signs of suppression, trees less than 5.0 
inches DBH, trees with abnormalities at DBH, trees with rotten cores, and woodland species. A list of preferred 
site-tree species is provided. Site trees should be selected in the following order of preference:  

• 1st Choice: representative of the stand, on the list for your region.  
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• 2nd Choice: representative of the stand, on the list for an adjoining western region.  
• 3rd Choice: not representative of the stand, on the list for your region.  
• 4th Choice: not representative of the stand, on the list for an adjoining western region.  

 

Values: 
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8.2 GENERAL DEFINITIONS 
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Note: FRVI, estimated at 2%, was not recorded, and ABCO and POTR5 are present as two different SPECIES 
GROWTH HABITs (seedling/sapling and large tree) with at least 3% total aerial canopy cover within the 
SPECIES GROWTH HABIT on the subplot. 
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10. DOWN WOODY MATERIALS (PHASE 2 – CORE OPTIONAL)  
10.0 Introduction  
Down woody materials (DWM) are important components of forest ecosystems across the country. DWM is 
dead material on the ground in various stages of decay. Wildlife biologists, ecologists, mycologists, foresters, 
and fuels specialists are some of the people interested in DWM because it helps describe the:  
 

• Quality and status of wildlife habitats.  
• Structural diversity within a forest.  
• Fuel loading and fire behavior.  
• Carbon sequestration – the amount of carbon tied up in dead wood.  
• Storage and cycling of nutrients and water – important for site productivity.  

 
Down wood components and fuels estimated by the FIA program are coarse wood, slash, fine wood, and litter 
and duff depth. The DWM protocol includes the following three suites of measurement options:  
 
OPTION I. BASE:  
The BASE option provides a minimum set of variables necessary to produce estimates for volume, biomass, 
carbon, and fuel load per acre on a broad scale. Base variables are required any time DWM is measured 
and are labeled “BASE” in this chapter. Measurements include:  
 
OPTION I: BASE Variables  
BASE Layout: DWM SAMPLING STATUS, DWM NUMBER OF SUBPLOTS, DWM NUMBER OF TRANSECTS ON 

SUBPLOT, DWM TRANSECT LENGTH, DWM NOTES  
BASE Transect Line Segmenting: SUBPLOT NUMBER, TRANSECT, SEGMENT CONDITION CLASS NUMBER, 

SEGMENT BEGINNING DISTANCE (HD), SEGMENT ENDING DISTANCE (HD), DWM TRANSECT SEGMENT 
SAMPLE STATUS, DWM TRANSECT NONSAMPLED REASON  

BASE CWD: SUBPLOT NUMBER, TRANSECT, CWD CONDITION CLASS, PIECE ON SUBPLOT OR ANNULAR 
PLOT, CWD DECAY CLASS, SPECIES, DIAMETER AT POINT OF INTERSECTION, DIAMETER OF HOLLOW 
AT POINT OF INTERSECTION, CWD LENGTH >=3 FEET  

BASE Pile: PILE SUBPLOT NUMBER, PILE TRANSECT, PILE CONDITION CLASS NUMBER, PILE BEGINNING 
DISTANCE, PILE ENDING DISTANCE, COMPACTED HEIGHT OF CWD IN PILE, PILE DECAY CLASS, PILE 
SPECIES  

BASE FWD: FWD SUBPLOT NUMBER, FWD TRANSECT, FWD CONDITION CLASS NUMBER, FWD TRANSECT 
SEGMENT SAMPLE STATUS, FWD TRANSECT NONSAMPLED REASON, SMALL FWD COUNT, MEDIUM 
FWD COUNT, LARGE FWD COUNT, HIGH COUNT REASON  

BASE Duff/Litter Depth: DUFF/LITTER SUBPLOT NUMBER, DUFF/LITTER TRANSECT, DUFF/LITTER CONDITION 
CLASS NUMBER, DUFF/LITTER SAMPLE STATUS, DUFF/LITTER NONSAMPLED REASON, DUFF DEPTH, 
LITTER DEPTH, DUFF AND LITTER METHOD  

 
OPTION II. WILDLIFE/ECOLOGICAL  
This option includes all the BASE Option variables plus additional CWD structural variables. These additional 
measurements allow users to quantify wildlife habitat. This option is required when measuring P3 DWM.  
 
OPTION II: WILDLIFE / ECOLOGICAL  
BASE Layout Variables  
BASE Transect Line Segmenting Variables  
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BASE CWD Variables plus the following variables required for P3 DWM: CWD HORIZONTAL DISTANCE, 
DIAMETER AT SMALL END, DIAMETER AT LARGE END, CWD TOAL LENGTH  
BASE Pile Variables  
BASE FWD Variables  
BASE Duff/Litter Depth Variables 
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10.2 LOCATING AND ESTABLISHING LINE TRANSECTS  
Transects are established on each subplot if the subplot center is accessible (i.e., not census water, access 
denied, or hazardous), and there is at least one forest or measured nonforest land condition class mapped 
within the 24.0-foot radius subplot (CONDITION CLASS STATUS = 1 or (NONFOREST CONDITION CLASS 
STATUS = 2)). Transects begin at the subplot center and extend 24.0 feet to the edge of the subplot. The 
location of condition class boundaries are recorded along the transect, starting at the subplot center and 
working towards the fixed radius plot boundary. It is extremely important to lay out the transect in a straight 
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line to avoid biasing the selection of pieces and to allow the remeasurement of transect lines and tally pieces 
for QA purposes.  
 
Transect lines should be marked with a pin or small piece of flagging at the end of the line (24.0 feet, 
horizontal distance) to help the QA staff identify the path of the transect during the check-plot procedure. 
Because the tolerance for the transect azimuth is +/- 2 degrees, the line might have been laid down in a 
slightly different direction from the check-plot crew. This could affect the location of diameter measurements 
for CWD pieces as well as identifying whether a CWD piece is a valid tally piece. It is also helpful to mark 
the point where the FWD transect begins (14 feet, horizontal distance).  

10.2.1 CWD TRANSECTS  
Two transects are established that originate at the subplot center and extend out 24.0 feet horizontal 
distance (the radius of the subplot) (fig. 59). This transect configuration was chosen to avoid sampling bias on 
sloped land, where it is possible that CWD may be oriented in one direction. This configuration of transects 
should pick up CWD logs that are lying parallel to the slope, perpendicular to the slope, and across slope. On 
plots where the macroplot is measured and mapped for condition classes, FIA units have the option of 
extending transects up to 58.9 feet from subplot center. In addition, an optional third transect on each subplot 
provides the ability to add or retain transect length on P3 plots. 
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10.2.2 FWD TRANSECTS  
On a portion of one CWD transect on each subplot, FWD is tallied within 3 size classes. Because FWD is 
generally present in high densities, a shorter transect will pick up an acceptable amount of tally. The transect 
begins at 14 feet (horizontal distance) from the subplot center and extends out either 6 or 10 feet (horizontal 
distance) depending on the FWD size class, as follows: 

 

 

10.3 TRANSECT LINE SEGMENTING 
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10.3.2 TRANSECT (BASE)  
Record the transect azimuth (degrees) on which a condition class is being delineated. These transects, when 
being installed, have a tolerance of +/- 2 degrees. 
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10.5 SAMPLING RESIDUE PILES 
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10.7 DUFF AND LITTER DEPTH MEASUREMENTS  
Depth measurements are sampled in accessible forest land conditions (and accessible nonforest conditions, 
where nonforest conditions are measured). The depth of the duff layer and litter layer are important 
components of carbon tracking and fire models that estimate fire behavior, fire spread, fire effects, and 
smoke production. These measurements are taken at the 24-foot location on each transect. If an object such as 
a rock, log, or residue pile is present at the sample point, depths will be estimated by examining the surface 
of the object or the area surrounding the object. In the office, an average depth will be calculated and stored 
with other information about the condition class on the plot.  

 
10.7.1 Definitions  
1. Litter is the layer of freshly fallen leaves, needles, twigs (<0.25 inch in diameter), cones, detached bark 

chunks, dead moss, dead lichens, detached small chunks of rotted wood, dead herbaceous stems, and 
flower parts (detached and not upright). Litter is the loose plant material found on the top surface of the 
forest floor which is undecomposed or only partially decomposed organic material. The components of the 
litter layer can still be readily identified (e.g., plant leaves, twigs, and peat, etc.).  

 
Litter is flash fuel – so think about it as the loose material that is exposed to the air, capable of igniting 

quickly and carrying a fire across the surface of the forest floor. 
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Appendix 2. FIA Forest Type Codes 
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Appendix 3. FIA Tree Species Codes 
This list includes all tree species tallied in the Continental U.S., Alaska, and the Caribbean. Species designated 
East/West/Caribbean are commonly found in those regions, although species designated for one region may 
occasionally be found in another. Woodland species designate species where DRC is measured instead of 
DBH. Species that have an “X” in the Core column are tallied in all regions. All other species on the list are 
“core optional”. 
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APPENDIX 4. CALIFORNIA PRESCRIBED FIRE MONITORING PROGRAM: PRE-
AND POST-FIRE SAMPLING PROTOCOL 
Updated 9/20/22 

Overview 
Plot shape: Circular 

Plot size: Default for forested vegetation: 405 sq m (11.3 m radius) = 1/10 acre. Tree regeneration 
protocol will be conducted in smaller 60 sq m (4.37 m radius) = 1/70 acre.  

Plot location: Center the plots on the vertices of a grid that has been stratified by vegetation type 
and previous treatment (when applicable).  These areas have been predetermined in GIS (see maps 
for project area per site).  

Permanently mark the plot locations with a 2-foot piece of ½” rebar and topped with a 
rubber/plastic orange rebar cap. Leave only 3-5” above ground. Flag the rebar and a few trees 
near the center of the plot. Use a permanent marker (Sharpie) to label cap with plot ID and UC Davis.  

All data recording will be completed in datasheets designed for tablets.   

 

Plot Description - Form I (1/10 acre plot) 
 

1. Enter the plot #, date, and all observers’ initials. 
2. Enter the burn unit ID. 
3. Identify witness tree - this is the first tree tagged, clockwise from 0 degrees (true north). 

Where permitted, mark witness tree with pink or other highly visible flagging at approx. eye-
level. Record the distance and azimuth on the tree datasheet.  Distance should be to the 
nearest 0.1m from plot center to the base of the tree. Azimuth should be to plot center. Note 
tag number.  

4. Photos 
a. Take a photo of the labeled rebar cap, make sure the tag number is visible or use a white 

board with the plot number. 
b. Take one photo of each cardinal direction moving clockwise, from the end of the opposite 

transect (N, E, S, W) 
i. For example, you should be standing at the S transect end to take a photo of the N 
transect end.  

ii. Take the picture in a horizontal direction with the horizon located at the middle of the 
picture. 

5. Enter the UTM zone and easting and northing measurements (GPS). Does not need to be 
collected on already established plots. 
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a. Enter compass declination used for the project location. 
6. Slope, in percent: using a clinometer, measure the slope to the nearest 1% from point center in 

the two directions of the aspect axis to the plot edge and average these two numbers. Slope 
does not need to be collected on already established plots. 

7. Aspect, in degrees: using a hand-held compass, measure and record the predominant aspect 
across the entire plot to the nearest 1 degree. Aspect is measured in the same direction as the 
slope. Aspect does not need to be collected on already established plots. 

8. Ground cover, percent. Using the categories of bare soil, litter, rock (non-combustible), and 
basal vegetation, estimate percent ground surface cover to the nearest 5%. Values must sum 
to 100%. 
a. For basal vegetation, think about what the plot would look like if you cut everything off 

right at ground level, capturing just the emerging stems/trunks of plants. 

Plot Description - Form II (Vegetation Cover) (1/10-acre plot) 
 

Estimate % cover (to nearest 1%) of total plot and modal height (to the nearest 0.1m) for the classes 
listed under “vegetation cover”.  For the 1/10-acre plots, about 4 m sq is equal to 1% cover. 

1. “Total vegetation (TOT VEG)” is the cover of living vegetation as a % of the plot when 
viewed from an airplane/satellite. 

2. “Total tree (Total)”, “tree >1.4m (TOV),” and “tree <1.4m (TSA/TSE)” refer only to live trees. 
Adding TOV, TSA, and TSE together will probably give a value higher than TOT, due to crown 
overlap 

a. Total Overstory Trees (TOV) = trees >1.4m tall and DBH > 7.62 cm 
b. Total Saplings (TSA) = trees >1.4m tall and DBH < 7.62 cm 
c. Total Seedlings (TSE) = trees <1.4m tall 

3. Dead tree (DT) = cover of dead trees as a % of the plot when viewed from above (e.g., from 
a plane or satellite) 

4. Resprouting Vegetation (TRE) is the cover of live vegetation resprouting from dead 
vegetation. This does NOT include plants that might have the potential to resprout, but that do 
not currently have live resprouts.  

5. “Total live shrub cover (TOS)” refers only to live shrub cover.   
6. Record percent cover for forbs (TOF) and graminoids (TOG) in plot. Record modal height 

(meters) for each category 
Note: If any of the above-ground cover types are present in the plot but make up less than 1%, 
record the percent cover as “tr” - this represents trace cover. 

 

Trees (1/10-acre plot, 11.3m radius) 
 

Tree data: Use a DBH cutoff of 7.6 cm and a height cutoff of 1.37 m. This means that within the plot, 
all live and dead trees at or greater than 7.6cm DBH and 1.37 m tall will be individually measured. 
Should a qualified hardwood species be numerous within the plot, those individuals may be assessed 
together as group (i.e., modal height, diameter). All live trees will be tagged in clockwise order from 
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plot center beginning at the North transect (0 degrees). If a live tree is not tagged, add a new tag 
and note the tag number in the datasheet in notes.  

 

1. Enter the tag #; live or dead status (L or D); and species code. Dead trees do not get tagged. 
Live trees that have died since they were previously tagged should retain their tags. 

2. Enter DBH (d-tape) for live and dead trees (this should always be taken at DBH and not at the 
nail) 

3. Height to live crown base (HTLCB) to the nearest 0.1 m (only live trees) 
a. This is defined as the height to the lowest live, vertically continuous crown (see picture 

below) 
b. Measure HTLCB from the point where the lowest live branch intersects with the bole of the 

tree, not the tip of the branch. 
4. Enter decay class (1-5), see table (snag decay class) 
5. If you are in a recently burned area and fire severity metrics will be taken (bole char height, 

crown scorch %, crown torch %, etc.). 
6. Enter remarks, if necessary.  

 

      

      

Height to Crown (branches in two quadrants) 
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Basal Area (BA) 
 

Use a hand-held basal area gauge to conduct plotless estimate of stand basal area. We will use a 
basal area factor (BAF) of 20 in most cases, but user can choose a different BAF if fewer than 6 trees 
(use smaller BAF) or more than 9 trees (use larger BAF) enter. Hardwood stands often require a BAF 
of 10. Make sure to record the BAF used. 

1. Carry out a plotless estimate of stand basal area. Enter the number of live and dead trees 
counted with the basal area gauge (“Cruzall”) or prism, by species, using the BAF factor 
entered above. In each blank cell, write the tree name above the line (if unknown, write 
“UNK”), and the number of live or dead hits. Live and dead counts of the same species will be 
recorded on two different lines. 
 

Regeneration (1/70-acre plot, 4.37m radius) 
 

1. Establish a plot with a radius of 4.37 m, area = 60 sq m. Use pin flags to mark four places 
around the perimeter for reference (usually along transect tapes). 

2. Tally number of tree seedlings (< 1.37 m in height) of each species (conifer and hardwood) for 
age classes 0 (first year) and 1+ (older than one year) seedlings (see figures below).           
a. Record height for the tallest individual seedling in each species      
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3. Enter data for each individual tree sapling (>1.4 m tall but <7.6 cm dbh) of each species 
(conifer and hardwood). Use a separate row for each individual entry. Measure and enter 
DBH and height.        
a. If groups of saplings (>5) are an obvious cohort, find modal DBH and height, but enter 

each individual from the cohort by row and use the modal measurements for each line per 
individual. 

4. Enter data for each individual resprout of tree species (hardwood/broadleaved species). 
Hardwood clusters/resprouts may be counted as a group unless clumps are >1 meter apart, in 
which case they should be considered as separate resprouts.  
a. Record dbh if >1.4 m tall, the number of sprouts originating from each resprout clump, 

and the height of the tallest sprout.       
 

      

Species Cover (1/10-acre plot) 
 

1. Enter the species lifeform (shrub, forb, graminoid, fern, etc.) and live/dead status.      
2. Enter the layer code of the plants you are measuring (see the Cheat sheet: TOV = overstory 
tree; TSA = saplings; TSE = seedlings) 

a. For each tree and shrub species, there may be multiple layer classes 
b. For example, most tree species will be in the TOV layer as well as the TSA/TSE layer      

3. Enter the species code and record percent cover to nearest 1%. 
a. If the phenology is not well-aligned with the sampling episode, then species ID for the forb 

and graminoids may not be possible. 
4. Enter modal height of each shrub species to the nearest 0.1m. If any cover types are present 
in plot but make up less than 1%, record the percent cover as “tr” - this represents trace cover. 

 

Woody Fuels  
 

1. Fuels data will be collected from four Brown’s transects (Brown 1974). The transects are laid 
out at the cardinal directions that coincide with plot axes, stretching from the plot center to 37’ 
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(11.3 m). The ends of the transects are the starting points, i.e., they are read starting from the 
edge of the plot, heading toward the middle. 

2. Enter the azimuth of the transect. Since they will be in the cardinal directions, it is OK to write, 
N, S, E, or W for the four different transects, rather than putting the azimuth in degrees, but if 
you have to diverge from the cardinal directions, then write in the azimuth in degrees. There 
will be four transects with the same plot number. Record transect slope if >20 percent. 

3. Use a go/no go gauge to record the following: 
a. The number of 1-hr fuels (<0.64 cm) that intersect the transect between the last 2 meters 

of the transect line (11.3 m - 9.3 m).  
b. The number of 10-hr fuels (0.64-2.54 cm) that intersect the transect between the last 2 

meters of the transect line (11.3 m - 9.3 m). 
c. The number of 100-hr fuels (2.54-7.62 cm) that intersect the transect between the last 4 

meters of the transect line (11.3 m - 7.3 m)      
4. Litter & duff fuel depth: Measure litter and duff at transect starting point (outside edge of 

plot) and again at the 4 m mark. 
a. Litter is undecomposed or only partially decomposed organic material that can be readily 

identified (e.g., plant leaves, needles, twigs, etc.).   
b. Duff is between the litter and mineral soil, and includes decomposing organic material, 

decomposed to the point that there are no clearly identifiable whole organic materials 
like pine needles, leaves, twigs, etc., although larger decomposing tree branches etc. can 
sometimes be found in duff.   

5. Measure fuelbed depth at 0 m (transect starting point) and again at 4 m in from edge of 
plot.  Fuelbed depth is the height between the bottom of the litter layer (top of duff) to the 
highest dead fuel not attached to a rooted plant (branch or needle or stick, etc.).  

6. Collect information on every piece of coarse woody debris (CWD) that intersects the transects 
and meets the minimum criteria: 
a. Central longitudinal axis of the CWD intersects the transect. 
b. The diameter at the point of intersection is >3” (7.6 cm) 
c. Species code of CWD particle (if possible). If unknown, use UNKN as species code. 
d. Location of the CWD piece on the transect (distance from plot center). 
e. Enter the decay class (see cheat sheet) 

 

Notes: 

• To qualify as fuels, particles must be severed from the original source of growth. 
• Be sure not to count dead shrub limbs that are attached to a standing shrub, whether the 

standing shrub is dead or alive. You may need attempt to move fuels to see if they are 
free from their source of growth. 

• Do not count needles, grass, bark, or cones. 
• If a branch or log intersects the transect at its end, the central axis must intersect the 

transect for the piece to be tallied (Fig. 3) 
• Count both intersections for a curved piece (Fig. 4) 
• Regardless of size, pieces are only tallied when their intersection with the transect lies 

above the litter and duff layers (Fig. 5) 
• Do not count stumps that are still rooted in the ground. 

 

Woody Fuel Cheat Sheet 
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Plot Checklist 
 

1.  Review the final plot checklist to make sure everything has been accomplished before moving 
on. 

 

Post-fire sampling 
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1. Check the status of the rebar cap and replace/re-write plot ID on cap, if necessary. 
2. Plot Description 

a. Enter the plot #, date and observers initials. 
b. Enter the burn unit ID or burn date. 
c. Photos 

i. Take a photo of the labeled rebar cap, make sure the tag number is visible or use a 
wipe board with the plot number. 

ii. Take one photo of each cardinal direction moving clockwise, from the end of the 
opposite transect (N, E, S, W) 

iii. For example, you should be standing at the S transect end to take a photo of the N 
transect end.            

d. Measure ground cover (%) in the 11.3 m circular plot. Include the following: ash substrate 
and blackened litter/vegetation 

e. Estimate the % cover of bare soil (to nearest 5%) in the 11.3 m circular plot. 
 

3. Assess overall Fire Severity Class of plot, based on the following table: 
 

Fire Severity 
Class 

Description 

0 Unburned 

1 Light patchy burn pattern, very little overstory mortality, groups of surviving shrubs/saplings 

2 Lightly burned, isolated overstory mortality, most shrubs/saplings dead 

3 Moderately burned, mixed overstory mortality, understory mostly burned to ground 

4 High severity, significant proportion (75-100%) of overstory killed, dead needles remaining 
on trees 1 year later 

5 High severity burn, total/near total mortality of overstory, most needles consumed in fire 

 

4. Estimate the percent scorch (volume affected by fire) for each lifeform (shrubs, graminoids, 
forbs). 

5. Trees 
a. Assess the status (L/D) of each tree previously measured in the plot. 
b. If a tree was damaged or broken during the fire, re-measure the height (m), height to live 

crown (m) and height to crown (m).  
c. Enter decay class (1-5), see table (dead trees) 
d. Assess crown scorch and torch for each tree previously measured in the plot.  

i. Measure average scorch height (m) and torch height (m) for each tree. 
ii. Estimate % scorch and % torch for each tree. 
iii. Measure the average bole char height (m) for each tree. This is an average of the 

high and low sides (if difference exists).  
6. Re-measure entire Woody Fuel protocol (see above). 
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7. For sampling episodes at, or beyond, one-year post-fire (i.e., not immediate post-fire): 
a. Re-measure entire Regeneration protocol (see above). 
b. Re-measure entire Vegetation Cover protocol (see above). 
c. Re-measure entire Species Cover protocol (see above). 
d. Re-measure entire Basal Area protocol (see above). 
8. For sampling episodes at, or beyond, two years post-fire: 
a. Re-measure entire Trees protocol (see above). 

 

Reference Cited:  
Brown, JK. 1974. Handbook for inventorying downed woody material. USDA Forest Service 
Intermountain Research Station General Technical Report INT-16. 
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